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Abstract
Text mining is a technique to find meaningful information from unstructured text data. In
this paper, the study is processed about the structure of the summary system centered around
the keyword of bio-related text by using various a part of speech DB such as concept word,
relationship word, and conjunctions. Also, it compares one or more documents, find the
concept of common. To allow more accurate summary, it updates the DB continuously by
forming the ontology about concept of common. This system can be used to recommend the
books and other papers through extracted keywords. As a result, it gives a detailed research
and convenience on bio technology.
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1. Introduction
Currently, since its rapid growth rate and vast knowledge in the bio technology field,
the need to gather information that is distributed in a text and a database by using a
automated method have increased. Thus, many studies that extract specific information
shown in literature by Text Mining technology have been processed [1, 2].
However, the current study only has proceeded the relation extraction between the
objects by analyzing the related text. Therefore, making an accurate summary of the
text is too difficult. It is also inappropriate to compare and analyze more than one text
because only one text can be analyzed [3-5].
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In this paper, the study is processed about the structure of the summary system
centered around the keyword of bio-related text by using various part of speech DB
such as concept word, relationship word, and conjunctions. Also, it compares one or
more documents, find the concept of common. To allow more accurate summary, it
updates the DB continuously by forming the ontology about concept of common. This
system can be used to recommend books and other papers through extracted keywords.
As a result, it gives detailed research and convenience on bio technology.
In this paper, related research is described in Chapter 2, proposition system in
Chapter 3, system implementation in Chapter 4, performance evaluation in Chapter 5
and conclusion in Chapter 6.

2. Related Research
2.1. Bio-Text Mining
Bio-text mining goes through the process Automatic analysis, Named entity
recognition and Relation extraction. First of all, Automatic analysis process parses
sentence using a word class attacher, a base phrase recognition and a sentence analyzer
[6]. Named entity recognition is a process that understands term built in the database.
Finally, after recognizing the named entity, relation extraction creates the pairs of
objects.
In this paper, by using the large DB related bio, the accuracy of bio text mining
increased. Through Named Entity Recognition Algorithm (word extraction algorithm)
using PgSQL, information of bio is extracted.
2.2. TF-IDF Algorithm
To extract keyword of bio-related text, it can be judged by considering the frequency
of words in the document. Further, in order to find a keyword in common for multiple
documents, investigate the word frequency in a document set as a whole, then it is
necessary to select a word which is infrequent. This is because, if the frequency is high,
the possibility of auxiliary word to support the concept word is high, so it's hard to see
as a keyword.
Technique used in the study of word frequency is TF-IDF. It is used to extract a
keyword of the document through the weighting of words contained in the document
[7,8]. The TF (word frequency) is a frequency value of the words that appear in the
document. If the value of TF is high, that word in the document has high importance.
The DF (document frequency) indicates the frequency of words that appear in the set of
documents. It is used to investigate the word frequency against multiple documents. If
the DF value is higher, that word is a word that is usually used in the set of documents.
The word that is usually used in a full set of documents have a small chance of being a
keyword. Therefore, the keyword is determined when the IDF (the value of the
reciprocal of DF, Inverse Document Frequency) is high.
2.3. Apriori Algorithm
Association rules can find out if the relationship between the items are forming. It
can calculate the relationship by using the concept of support and confidence [9].
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Table 1. Examples of association rules
Consumer

Purchase items

1

Soap

2

Soap

Cookie
Clothes

3

Cookie

4

Soap

Clothes

5

Soap

Clothes

Cap
Cookie

Cap

Table 1 shows an example of the association rules. It is data divided by the buyer of
items purchased. For example, let’s assume that People buying a soap is a high
possibility of buying cookie. Since support is a percentage of people who bought the
cookie and soap in all transactions, it is the number of people who bought the cookie
and soap divided by number of all transactions which equals 40%. Confidence is a
percentage of people who bought cookies from the people who bought soap. It is the
number of people who bought the cookie and soap divided by number of people who
bought soap which equals 50%. As a result, the support is that 40 percent of all
transactions purchase at the same time the cookie and soap. Also, Confidence is that 50
percent of people who bought the soap buys cookie.
Apriori Algorithm is a method that Min-Support and Min-Confidence compare with
the support and confidence which is obtained. A set of data is not a formed relationship
when it does not satisfy the value more than value of Min-Support and Min-Confidence.
Therefore, it is deleted. If this qualification satisfies, a set of data is called a formed
relationship.
In this paper, after finding the frequency of word in bio document by using the TFIDF algorithm, it builds data by calculating the support and the confidence between
words by applying to the association rules. To extend the ontology about concept word
continuously, it can be added to the existing ontology to the pair of words that satisfies
the value of Min-support and Min-confidence of Apriori algorithm.

3. Proposed System
3.1. System Architecture
This program provides systems such as the summary system, the recommendation
system of the other texts, and the composition of ontology for the convenience of the
user. Figure 1 is a content obtained by diagramming the structure of the system.
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Figure 1. System Architecture
The overall system is done through Text Separation Manager, Summary &
Recommendation Program. After a Text File inserted to the program, Text Summary
Manager divides into each sentences in the Text File by using the separation module.
After separation in the sentences, it extracts objects by comparing Bio-DB with
sentences by PgSQL algorithm of Word Extraction Module[10]. And delete words that
do not exist in the DB. Weight Sentence Module selects a keyword by investigating the
frequency of word by using TF-IDF algorithm to target the words that remain.
It expects a relationship between words by using Apriori Algorithm by this keyword
and adds it to the ontology which exists. Extract Important Sentence extracts important
sentences when the frequency of keyword is high and removes the sentence that the
weight is low. It makes up a summary database by saving important sentences.
In the Summary & Recommendation Program, Program Interface Configuration
Module gives convenient interface for the user. Database Connection Module receives
the information by connecting to the Summary Database.
By comparing the text name and information of the extracted keywords in the
recommended module(keyword database is built), the program recommend another text.
3.2. System Flow Chart
Figure 2 is a content obtained by diagramming the flow of the entire system of
Figure 1.

Figure 2. System Flow Chart
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In the system flow chart, after importing the text file, it divides the sentence by
finding the part with the pointer in the text. After distributing an object through a
PgSQL, save it to the database. By implementing the TF-IDF to a database that was
previously saved, extract the keyword of having the most frequency. The extracted
keyword is applied in the Apriori Algorithm, then extracts the pairs of word, and saves
to database. After extracting the keyword, distinguish the important sentences having
the keyword, and then save it to the summary database. After constructing with a
summary program by using summary database, recommend other texts that focuses on
the keyword.
3.3. Apriori Algorithm
Figure 3 is a picture of Apriori Algorithm.
D : database over the set of items A,
P : the set of frequent itemsets
k = 1; Ck = A
while Ck ≠ 0 do
support_count(D, Ck)
for all candidates c ∈ Ck do
if c.support >= minsup then
Pk = c
end if
end for
Ck+1 = candidate_generation(Pk)
k = k+1
end while

Figure 3. Applying Apriori Algorithm
Through Apriori Algorithm, the association relationships between concept words can
be determined. Also these association relationships configure the ontology [11].
Ontology is built by DB and it can have a variety of uses. Further, the user is able to
learn not only the user's text via the ontology but also new information.

4. System Implementation
This system is a configured based on the DB associated with the genome in the Java
language. It was implemented in accordance with the system flow chart of Figure 2.
Figure 4 is a screen that imports a text file that the user wants to summarize. Then
the program gets the text from a text file imported.

Figure 4. Screen Loaded File
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Through the genome DB, the word is extracted from the imported text. Frequency is
investigated with the word that has been extracted by the frequency investigation.
Apriori Algorithm shown in Figure 4 is performed. In addition, the summary is
performed around the keyword.
Figure 5 is the screen that has been processed summary around the keyword.

Figure 5. Screen Completed Summary
On the left text window, the summary was made. On the right, text window
recommended texts about the keyword was made. In this example, the obtained
keyword was human and genome. Human occupied the support rating of 73% of the
sentence and genome occupied the support rating of 65% of the sentence. In multiple
tests, when two or three keywords are extracted, it is found that most accurate summary
is possible. The summary was processed by the sentence containing the most keywords.
Figure 6 shows the output of ontology DB of genome.

Figure 6. Ontology DB for Genome
Table 2 is the obtainments of the confidence in the genome and other objects.
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Table 2. Confidence in the genome and other objects
A pair of relationship

Confidence

(genome, project)

10/16 = 0.625

(genome, biology)

9/16 = 0.563

(genome, DNA)

14/16 = 0.625

(genome, human)

10/16 = 0.625

(genome, bio)

13/16 = 0.813

(genome, biologist)

3/16 = 0.188

In the test program, it was based on 60% min-support and 55% min-confidence. If a
set of data is below the standard removed it. As a result, the ontology DB in Figure 6
can be seen as DB of data related to the genome.

5. Performance Evaluation
This program implemented the performance evaluation with summary accuracy and
configuration ontology. Hardware specifications of the experimental environment used
are Intel (R) Core (TM) i3 CPU, 2.93GHz, 4GB RAM, and Samsung Electronics. The
operating system was Windows7.
The experiment was performed with data as paper of "A Short History of the
Genome-Wide Association Study: Where We Were and Where We Are Going".
Experiment proceeded over three times before evaluating the summary accuracy and
the configuration ontology.
Table 3 shows the test results of the summary accuracy and the configuration
ontology of existing bio-related programs.
Table 3. Existing Program Related Bio
Division
Summary
Accuracy
Configuration
Ontology

First

Second

Third

Fourth

Average

56.6

54.1

55.4

53.0

54.8

39.5

41.0

40.2

42.0

40.7

Figure 7. Existing Program Related Bio
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Until the third trial, summary accuracy recorded 55.0% average and configuration
ontology recorded 40.2% average. Since the configuration of the ontology is carried out
without comparing several papers, it can be seen as a decrease.
Table 4 shows the test results of the summary accuracy and the configuration
ontology of the proposed program.
Table 4. Proposed Program
Division
Summary
Accuracy
Configuration
Ontology

First

Second

Third

Fourth

Average

57.9

59.0

58.2

59.7

58.7

41.1

44.3

43.2

45.0

43.4

Figure 8. Proposed Program
Summary accuracy recorded 58.3% average and configuration ontology recorded
42.9% average. Results of comparing summary accuracy and configuration ontology of
the proposed program with those of existing program is that the proposed program has a
higher value than the existing program.

6. Conclusion
By improving the disadvantages of the existing bio program that do not consider the
user, users can save time to analyze literature and learn new information from the
proposed system.
In future research, I want to be able to make more exact summary by building the DB
of the concept word, relationship word, conjunctions, and postposition. In addition,
research on determining the standard of min-support and min-confidence of Apriori
Algorithm is required.
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